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Accelerating Horizontal Learning in Bangladesh’s Polders: Using Videos as a Force MultiplierBangladesh

Context

Southern Bangladesh is a deltaic region with largely rural communities, that have always been at risk from cyclones, floods, and salinization of land and water. Since the 1970s, largely through bilateral cooperation with the Dutch government, Bangl… ...
Sponge Town KwaVonza; Monitoring Evaluation and Learning reportSponge town KwaVonza, a first step in creating sponge towns in Kenya and beyond. The aim of the projet is to pilot and test the sponge town concept in one town in Kenya and after this, have a good ground for upscaling to other towns. Monitoring, evaluation and learning are … ...
Methods for impactbelieve in open access. We have a policy to make practical solutions and approaches developed widely available, preferably in ways that are visual and easy to understand at all levels.

Communication is the privilege of sharing what is being done and creating the oppo… ...
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Creating Markets with the Poorform {
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Ibb Urban Resilience - Case StudyAny water utility in a developing country would be content with the following results: nearly full recovery on customer bills, expanding the volume of water produced From 2015 to 2018 water volume provided increased with 12% and a 21% and 17% increase in customer connections for… ...
Landscape Rehabilitationsoils, richer farming

Landscape restoration controls soil loss and improves soil moisture. Moist soils sustain soil life and nutrients cycling. Regenerative farming practices reinforce the process and enable a more sustained (and sustainable) crop production.

Better farming practi… ...
Horizontal LearningExample of one of our projects

Accelerating Horizontal Learning in Bangladesh’s Polders: Using Videos as a Force Multiplier

Learn more 
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Privacystatementprivacy statement applies to all activities of MetaMeta, we respects your right to privacy.
Contact details:
MetaMeta
Postelstraat 2
5211 EA ’s Hertogenbosch
The Netherlands
+31 (0) 644 995 010
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